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DEVIATION OF TWO CURVATURES* 
VLADIMÍR LEŠOVSKÝ, Brno 
(Received November 17,1981) 
In this paper, we determine the deviation of curvatures of two (generalized) 
connections in terms of the deflection of both connections in question. 
Let FM denote the category of fibered manifolds and their morphisms. Let 
% : Y -> X be a fibered manifold and let Y® TX denote the fiber product over X. 
A (generalized) connection F on Y means any section r : Y-+ J%Y (the first jet 
prolongation of F), [3], [6], [8]. Such a connection F on Y can be considered as 
a section Y® TX -» FY linear with respect to TX. In local fiber coordinates x\ y* 




with arbitrary smooth functions Ff9 [3]. Let VYbe the vertical tangent bundle of Y 
considered as a fibered manifold over X. The vertical prolongation VT of F, [2], 
[3], [9], is a connection on VY with the following equations 
VT s d / « Ff(x, y) dx\ dtf « dfiF*t\' dx\ 
dF* 
where 3*FJ =- —y and tf = dy* are the induced coordinates on VY9 [3]. 
dyp 
A 2-fibered manifold is a quintuple U A* F-!> Jf, where # : t/ -• Fand a : Y ~* Jf 
are fibered manifolds. If # : £7 ~> Fis a vector bundle, £/--VF-^ Jif is called a semi-
vector bundle. Let a protectable connection F: U -+ JlU over F : Y -+ Z1 F be 
given. If all maps P \Vy of vector space £/y into (J
% U)r(y) are linear for every y e F, 
then P is called a semi-linear connection, [3]. Obviously, VF is a semi-linear eon~ 
nection. 
Having another fibered manifold p : W -* Z with a connection J : W © TZ -* 
~+ TW and an FM-morphism <p : W -+ Y over / : Z -• Jf we define the deflection 
^(J, F, <p) : FF© FZ -> FF of connections J and F with respect to q> % 
JI(J, F, <?) « F^ o 4 - r o (^ ® Tf). 
* (Delivered at the Joint Czech-Polish-G.D.R. Conference in Differential Gmmtfy «ttd ill 
Applications, September 1980, Nove" Mesto na MoravS,Czechoslovakia.) 
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One sees easily that the vectors ( 2 » (A(w9 <*)) and F(<p(w)> Tf(^)) are over the same 
vector on the base manifold TX for every (B>,£)€ W® TZ. If the mapping n 
vanishes, the connections A and T are called ^-related. In local fiber coordinates 
zp9 w
x on W let the equations of A be 
J 2 d ^ = Gxp(z9 w) dz
p 
and let 
* '= / ' ( * ) , /=/*(*,* ' )> 
be the equations of q>9 then the equations of p(A9 F, <p) are 
^ • ( V ' + a i / v ^ f j a ^ . 
We recall, that the curvature of F is a section O r : Y® A
2TX-+ VY, [ l ] , [4]. 
In local coordinates 
Qr m tf = (ayF? + Fj 5,F?) dx
l A dx;, 
[«]• 
For a manifold Z, a vector bundle />:£-> -Jf, a linear connection F on £ and 
a linear morphism 
(1) q> : AkTZ -> F over / : Z -> X 
we define the exterior differential drq> : A
k+iTZ -> £ by the following way. We 
construct the induced vector bundle f*E -> Z, 
/ * F = { ( z , e ) e Z x £ ; / z = p e } , 
and the induced connection / * F on f*E. The connection /*F is the unique con-
nection on f*E for which the deflection jti(/*r, F, p£) vanishes, where pE is the 
natural projection f*E -* £. The linear morphism <p can be considered as a section 
$ : Z -*f*E® AkT*Z and we take its exterior differential d/#r^ :Z -+f*E® 
<g> A*+1r*Z, that can be interpreted as a mapping drq> : A
k+1TZ -> E9 [7]. In 
local fiber coordinates x\ e* on £ and in local coordinates zp on Z, let 
x* «/*(*), e* - <...,,(*) dz* A ... A dz* 
be the equations of <p and let 
d e ' - F ^ e ' d x 1 , 
be the equations of F. Then 
ArV s c« - ( 3 ^ . . . * - r j ^ . . . ^ a,/1) dz* Adz" A...Adz*. 
Let W -> Z be a fibered manifold with a connection A on FF. Let U -> F -> JIT 
be a semi-vector bundle with a semi-linear connection F on U over F on F. For any 
linear morphism $ : W® AkTZ -> (7 over 9 : FF -> F and over / : Z -> X, we 
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deine its exterior differential 
< W > ^ : W®Ak*xTZ-*U, 
with respect to A and F by the following way, [3]. 
For every we W v?e take a section Q tangent to A(w)* Therefore ^ oQ has the 
form (1). Now we have the former case, when we consider the induced bundle 
from the vector bundle U with respect to the mapping <p o Q with the relevant 
induced connection and we construct 
d^o^rOr- o Q) \Z : A
k+iTzZ -> U«w}. 
In local fiber coordinates x\ y*$ u
e on U and zp, wx on W, let x{ *=- fl(z), y* » 
» <p*(z, w), uQ = ^QPi...Pk(z, w)dz
pi A ... A dz1* be the equations of & and let 
dv/ « G*(z, H>) dz* or d / - /?(*, >>) dx*, du* « r*,(*, j ) a* dx1 
be the equations of A or F, respectively. Then 
du.fi* s «f - ( ^ , . p f e + G,
A c^, . . , , - / ^ 1 M * V ) d *
p Ad2*' A ... Adz>\ 
By direct calculation, we prove the following assertion. 
Theorem. Let T or A be a connection on Y -* X or W -> Z wYA curvature QT or 
QA, respectively, and let <p : W -+ Y be an FM-morphism over f: Z ~* X. Then 
it holds 
V<poQd- Qr o(<p ® A
2Tf) » -d ( J i l T ) j i (4, T, <p). 
One interesting example is the case when A and F are related connections, then 
the diagram commutes: 
Vq> 
VW • VY 
aл ę Л2Г/ 
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